
Hosting the Job 
Shadow Experience

The Green Careers Excursion is an innovative way of exposing students to careers 
for biodiversity.  It gives students the opportunity to ‘live’ the career through a mini 
job shadow experience in the field.   

These suggestions and resources assist in planning the job shadow experience to 
actively engage students in career related activities that supports career and          
learning pathway decision making for accessing and developing productive careers 
for biodiversity.   

Hosting the Job Shadow Experience 

Planning the Green Careers Excursion 

Green Professionals Directory 

Green Career Cards 

Green Careers Flash Stick with print ready files for posters and 

career cards and a Power Point Template

Careers Decision Making Tool  Flash Stick 

Exploring Careers for Biodiversity CD

Contents of the  Green 
Careers Excursion Toolkit

This resource forms part of the Green Careers Excursion Toolkit that includes a 
number of guides and resources to support planning the Green Careers Excursion 
and Hosting the Job Shadow Experience.  
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Introducing 
your organization
The Green Careers Excursion is intended to expose students to potential employ-
ers and the work environment.  Provide students with some details of your organi-
zation, e.g. the organogram of your organization or different directorates / units / 
programmes.  Conduct a tour of your work environment and introduce students to 
some of your work functions and the people who perform these tasks.   



The Job 
Shadow Experience

Rather than just talk students through the details of your career, give them an 
opportunity to actively experience aspects of the job.  Set up activities through 
which they get to experience the job.  Some examples include:

Many more exciting opportunities can be created for the job shadow experience 
and if you have an environmental education division or programme they might 
want to help you plan appropriate action oriented activities.    

Students with an interest in a career as a GIS Technician could input 
data into GIS software systems or collect data for input into the 
system or explore the maps available.

Students with an interest in being an Ecologist could collect data that 
you could use or participate in laboratory testing.

Students with an interest in Environmental Management could 
comment on development applications being processed.  

Reflections
It is always useful to get feedback from students on the job shadow experience.  
Conclude the programme with a period of reflection to generate some feedback.  
This will also give students the opportunity to ask any further questions.  

A Power Point Template on the Green 
Careers Flashstick could be used to 
guide your introduction. Use the 
template to insert your personal career 
and learning pathway development.  

Students relate well to slides that are 
more visual and less text heavy.  Use 
many pictures and limit the text on 
slides.  Insert additional slides as you 
require.  Use video clips to bring your 
career to life.  

Setting the scene 

The Exploring Careers for Biodiversity 
CD can be used to introduce the job 
shadow experience.  It gives students 
options in career fields like Conserva-
tion Research,  Policy and Governance,  
Conservation Management, Conserva-
tion Planning and Conservation 
Outreach, Education and Extension.  

You could refer to all occupational 
fields on the CD or only those in your  
particular career field. 

Leave sufficient time at the end of your presentation for questions and comments 
from the students. 

Students are most interested in personal career stories.  Keep your introduction 
short and personal.

Students enjoy career anecdotes, so include some of these.  



Green Careers Excursion taking a group of students to visit to various employers 
for biodiversity to experience green careers in the field and / or workspace

Green Guest Lectures with professionals in biodiversity visiting campuses and 
presenting guest lectures on green careers

Green Careers Lounge providing an informal space for students to meet and 
interact with professionals for biodiversity

Green Open Days and Career Centres providing resources and information on 
green careers

These initiatives will be piloted at selected universities through collaboration 
between WWF-SA and university constituents including academic staff, career 
counselling and development staff and student associations.  

Aimed ultimately at enabling access and use of biodiversity careers information 
amongst university students to support decision making about careers and learn-
ing pathways, this programme is structured around four key career guidance 
initiatives:

This resource has been developed as part of the Biodiversity Careers for University 
Students Programme.  Led by the World Wide Fund for Nature in South Africa 
(WWF-SA) this programme contributes to the sector wide GeenMatter Initiative to 
develop skills for biodiversity in South Africa. 
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